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ABSTRACT 

Characteristics of N-Channel Accumulation Mode Thin 
Film Polysilicon MOSFETs 

Mohammad R. Tamjidi, M.S. 
Oregon Graduate Center, 1987 

Supervising Professor: Russell E. Kremer 

The electrical characteristics of N-channel accumulation-mode MOSFETs 

have been calculated using a model of the conduction process in polysilicon that is 

based on drift and diffusion of carriers as opposed to earlier models based primarily 

on thermionic emission. In this model the polysilicon grain boundary is treated as  

a highly resistive, but conducting medium. Segregation of dopant atoms to the 

grain boundary due to annealing is taken into account 

There are two routes by which polysilicon MOSFETs are fabricated. Polysili- 

con films can be recrystallized to achieve a device quality single crystalline sub- 

strate using several techniques. The other method uses as-deposited films in con- 

junction with hydrogen passivation of the grain boundary. The model presented 

here is for these as-deposited films. 

This model takes into account the shielding of uncompensated ionized 

dopants in the channel, when a gate voltage is applied. Current-voltage charac- 

teristics are discussed in the three regimes of device operation: leakage, weak accu- 

mulation, and drive. Channel electron mobility, grain boundary barrier potential 

and surface potential are calculated as a function of applied gate voltage for 

viii 
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different film properties. The properties considered are average grain ~ice ,  doping 

density, grain boundary trap density and trapping level. Finally the current- 

voltage relations for a polysilicon MOSFET are calculated and compared to the 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Polycrystalline silicon has recently found an increasing number of important 

applications in integrated circuit technology. Low pressure chemical vapor deposi- 1 
tion (LPCVD) techniques for film deposition and ion implantation or diffusion for 1 
doping techniques have given polysilicon many advantages such as lower cost, 

greater stability and improved yield. 

Heavily doped polysilicon films are commonly used as gate electrodes in self 

aligned Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) and as 

interconnect conductors. For high density MOS integrated circuits polysilicon is 

used with refractory metal silicides. Lightly doped films are used as high-value 

load resistors in static memory circuits1 and as single or double level gates2 in eras- 

able programmable read only memory (EPROM) and3 (E'PROM). They have also 

been used as the fuse4 in the fusible-link PROM. 

They have been used in bipolar transistors as emitter contacts to improve the 

gain6 and aa isolation layers in I*L devicest). Polysilicon films have also been used 

to decrease device size and accompanying parasitic capacitances and resistances. 

Large-grain polycrystalline silicon has potential for large-volume production of 

low-cost solar cells. Other passive element applications are also possible. 

In the last decade by virtue of device scaling, silicon MOS integrated circuits 

have improved drastically. Both the circuit density and speed have increased 
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several fold. To continue these advances, the devices must be scaled down even 

further. Ideal scaling calls for thinner oxides, higher doping density, shallower 

junctions, shorter channel length and lower power supply voltages. For several rea- 

l sons these requirements have not all been met. Needs for TTL compatibility, ade- 

quate noise margin, higher speed and functionality over a large temperature range 

prevent power supplies from being properly scaled. This has put a limit on both 

the oxide thickness scaling and moat to moat spacing. In complementary MOS 

(CMOS) technology, this isolation is very important to prevent latch up and other 

second order problems; thus improvement due to device scaling in MOSFETs is 

limited. 

One way to solve the problems of increased scaling of the devices while still 

using present technology is adding a new dimension to 1C technology. Three- 

1 dimensional integrated circuits can decrease the short channel effects, increase 

packing density and make latch-up a problem of the past. 

One of the factors that make polysilicon attractive for use in high-speed bipo- 

lar devices is the short carrier lifetime. However problems do exist such as high 

leakage currents and threshold voltages, reduced transconductance, short carrier 

lifetime, etc. in the unipolar device structures. 

Additional ways exist to make better polysilicon active devices. Prwent tech- 

nology is capable of recrystalizing polysilicon producing larger grains. Another way 

is to passivate the grain boundary. Both of these solutions reduce the problems 

1 mentioned before. Finally, polycrystalline silicon also shows promise for making 

I devices on non-crystalline substrates such as sapphire or other insulators using 

I silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) or silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORIES OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN POLYSILICON 

2.1. Previous Models 

Polycrystalline silicon films are typically obtained by high temperature 

decomposition of silane SiH, and deposited onto amorphous sioz7' *. These films 

are composed of small randomly oriented single crystal islands or grains separated 

by a region of disorder - called the grain boundary. This structure endows polycry- 

etalline silicon i.e. polysilicon films, with unique electrical properties. Here it is the 

grain boundaries that play a very important role in governing the electrical con- 

duction process. 

One of the pioneering works that provided tremendous physical insight to the 

electrical conduction process in polysilicon was proposed by  ami ins^. When per- 

forming Hall-mobility measurements on chemical vapor deposited (CVD) polycry- 

stalline silicon films, Kamins observed that the mobility versus dopant concentra- 

tion behaves in a non-monotonic way and proposed that since the grain boundary 

is a region of disorder, a substantial number of electrical traps exists at  the grain 

boundary. These traps result from uncompensated bonds, defects, etc. In undoped 

polysilicon films these traps are initially neutral. When dopants are gradually-'. 

introduced, carriers contributed by the dopant atoms are trapped at  the grain 

boundary, producing space charge regions on each side of the grain boundary. This 

space charge region gives rise to a barrier potential qVB that ia naturally a 
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function of doping density N and the depletion width. Since the density of the 

traps at  the grain boundary is fixed, increasing the doping density eventually 

saturates the traps. This is accompanied by a decrease in the width of the space 

charge region, thereby decreasing the barrier potential as shown Fig. 2.1 Kamins 

used the N-dependent barrier potential as well as scattering of charge carriers by 

impurities to explain the non-monotonic behavior of mobility versus doping den- 

sity. 

To explain the electrical transport properties of polycrystalline silicon, setol0 

extended this charge trapping model. To simplify the model several assumptions 

were made. Seto considered polysilicon to consist of identical crystallites, each hav- 

ing the same grain size L .  Within the crystalline regions, the energy band diagram 

was that of the single crystalline silicon. The material contains only one type of 

I impurity atom and these impurities are totally ionized. Each grain boundary has a 

/1 negligible thickness and contains both acceptor and donor traps, ~ ~ l c r n '  , located 

at  energy ET with respect to the intrinsic Fermi level. As in the earlier Kamins 

model, the traps are initially neutral and become charged by trapping a carrier , 

only when dopants are introduced into the film. Using the abrupt depletion 

approximation and the above assumptions, Seto calculated the energy band 

diagram in the crystallites as shown in Fig. 2.1. As the figure shows, all the mobile 

carriers in the region (L/2-1)cm from the grain boundary are trapped, resulting a 

depletion region. Here 1 is the width of the undepleted region on one aide of the 

grain boundary. 

Seto introduced the concept of a critical doping density N*, below which the 

I 
ii 

grain is totally depleted. This means that all the mobile carriers are trapped. By 
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solving Poisson's equation and taking the intrinsic Fermi level to be the reference 

point, the grain boundary barrier potential below N*, was expressed as : 

V ~ = ~ L ~ N / ~ E , ,  and EB=qVB b j  <. (2.1) 

where c, is the permittivity of silicon. The Fermi level was found by equating the 

number of carriers trapped to the total number of trapping states. 

As the doping density N increases, the barrier potential increases linearly 

until the critical doping density N*, is reached. If the doping density is increased 

further, so that N is greater than the critical doping density N*, only a part of the 

grain will be depleted since now not all of the carriers are trapped. The potential 

barrier height in this case is given by : 

vB = q ~ # / 8 ~ ,  N r~ -2 (2.2) 

where QT is the density of trapping states within the grain boundary. Thus, in 

this doping region, the barrier potential VB will decrease rapidly as 1/N. 

Thermionic emission is the main mode of carrier transport in polysilicon in 

Seto's model. Thermionic emission results when carriers have a thermal energy, 

high enough to surmount the grain boundary potential barrier. To fit the experi- 

mental data, Seto used a model for the barrier resistivity that had two extra 

parameters: f, which was a simple scaling factor, and n, the ideality factor. The 

barrier resistivity is expressed, then, by 
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where Pa is the average carrier concentration and m is the effective mass of 

holes. This model while fitting the experimental results for small grain polysilicon, 

naa not adequate for grain shes larger than 600A . 

A different aspect of polysilicon behavior was brought forward by Mandurah 

et al. l1 This early model tried to explain the electrical properties of polysilicon 

with a dopant segregation effect. This model, however, does not explain the mobil- 

ity minimum at the critical doping level shown in Fig. 2.2. An important result of 

this model is that it suggests dopants incorporated into polysilicon films exhibit a 

tendency to segregate, and for different dopants, the amount of this segregation is 

not the same. Dopant segregation leads to the apparent lowering of carrier concen- 

tration in polysilicon. With some of the dopant atoms trapped at  the surface or a t  

grain boundaries, fewer of them are available to dope the remaining bulk of the 

material. Research has shown that by annealing doped polysilicon samples a t  

different temperatures, the effect of this segregation can be modified, and different 

carrier concentrations are measuredl1. Hall measurements were used by Man- 

durah et al. to study this phenomenon, because it can give the number of carriers 

with reasonable accuracy. Including this segregation will force us to make a correc- 

tion in our mobility calculation by using an effective carrier concentration instead 

of the original implemented concentrations. 

Segregation can best be discussed by first considering the thermodynamics 

involved when dopant atoms are introduced into polysilicon. Heat of segregation is 

defined as the enthalpy difference between an atom a t  the grain boundary and one 

in the bulk. Positive heat of segregation in single crystal silicon means that dopant 

will segregate to the "see silicon surfacen, In polysilicon grain boundaries are very 
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Fig. 2.2 Measured average carrier concentration and room temperature hole 
mobility vs. doping density 1101. Both data sets were obtained from Hall measure- 
men ts. 



similar to the free silicon surface because of dangling bond, defects, etc. So in 

polycrystalline silicon dopants will segregate to the grain boundaries also. The only 

noted difference between the free silicon surface and the grain boundaries is that 

the magnitude of the heat of segregation is higher for the surface. 

Arsenic and phosphorus have lower heats of sublimation than does silicon and 

thus doping with them lowers the melting point. This means that these dopants 

have a positive heat of segregation and will segregate to the free silicon surface and 

grain boundaries. Boron, on the other hand has a higher heat of sublimation and 

increases the melting point of silicon. Therefore it has a negative heat of segrega- 

tion which means that instead of segregation to the free silicon surface it will 

migrate away. An additional factor which may contribute slightly to the heat of 

segregation is the difference in size between the dopant atoms and the host silicon 

atoms. However, for the case of arsenic doping, this contribution should be negligi- 

ble since silicon and arsenic in a tetrahedral configuration are nearly the same siee. 

As mentioned above, annealing experiments have demonstrated this dopant 

segregation in polysilicon. Mandurah et al. show in Fig. 2.3 a plot of carrier con- 

centration as a function of annealing temperature for different doping levels. We 

can see that higher resistivity, and therefore lower effective concentration is 

achieved by annealing the doped sample st lower temperatures. At higher anneal- 

ing temperatures the dopant atoms are more free to move, and the effect of segre- 

gation is leas noticeable. In Fig. 2.4 we can see that these changes in resistivity are 

reversible if the sample is annealed in a sequence of different temperatures. 

We have included the effect of dopant segregation in our model of n-channel 

accumulation mode polysilicon MOSFETs. The segregation effects were calculated 
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by modifying already existing models for surface or interface segregation in mul- 

ticomponent systems and segregation of solute atoms to grain boundaries for metal 

systems. Several assumptions were made in the analysis. It was assumed that most 

of the inactive atoms segregate to the grain boundaries. Also, to simplify equations, 

an average grain length was used. The result for dopant segregation is shown in the 

following equation1 l: 

In 
( N - N c )  AQj QO =-+- 

N~ N J ~  K T ~  
(2.4) 

where Qo is the dopant heat of segregation, Q, is the density of the segregation 

sites, N,, is the total number of silicon bulk and grain boundary sites, A is an 

entropy factor characteristic of the dopant, K is Boltzman's constant, TA is 

annealing temperature, N ia total dopant concentration and NG is the average or 

effective dopant concentration remaining in the grain. In the model N,; and TA are 

known, and A and Qo are parameters which are allowed to vary to fit the experi- 

mental data. Data is currently available only for high doping concentrations, 

therefore, extrapolation was used to find the segregation at  the lower dopant con- 

centration. The two parameters that depend on dopant concentration are A and 

Qo ,but Qo is only a weak function of concentration and it usually remains close to 

AQJ 
10 kcal/mol. By plotting - against the log of concentration we can see that it 

NJi 

changes linearly with the log of concentration, therefore extrapolation will cause 

only small changes in that factor. And as mentioned above, annealing temperature 

must be included in the model because for higher annealing temperatures, the 

vibrational entropy is higher and thus segregation tends to decrease. 



Lu et al. extended Seto's model by considering a comprehensive charge neu- 

trality. The voltage drops on both the barrier Vb, and the crystalline bulk Vca 

respectively. Lu's model postulates a phonon-assisted scattering potential which is 

added on top of the grain boundary barrier potential qVB. This is done to suppress 

the over-estimation of current and also to account for the temperature coefficient 

of resistance. By modeling the grain boundary as a semiconductor to semiconduc- 

tor junction Lu et at. exprmed the current density J, as 

and the resistivity 

where 

and 

In this model, p is polysilicon resistivity, p, is crystalline bulk resistivity, pb is bar- 

rier resistivity, and W is width of the depletion region. In Lu's model carrier tran- 

sport in the neutral region is limited by lattice and impurity scattering, as in the 

single crystalline case. In the depleted region carriers can move via thermionic 

emission or field emission ( tunneling ). Note that this model does not have Seto's 



ideality factor n, but it still has a scaling factor, which indicates that thermionic 

emission overestimates the current, in this case by as much as a factor of 20. Even 

Lu's improved version of the Seto model agrees with experimental results only for 

relatively small grain sises. 

To solve the problem of overestimation of current and to eliminate the f- 

factor, Lu et al. l3 and Mandurah et al. l4 suggested that there is a scattering 

potential, x , in addition to the barrier potential due to the depletion region, V'. 

The nature of the grain boundary has been described14 as between that of a com- 

pletely ordered single crystalline and that of a highly disordered amorphous 

material. The optical energy gap of amorphous silicon has been measured to be 

1.5-1.6 eV, due to the high concentration of broken bonds, thus, it could be con- 

sidered to be a wide-gap intrinsic semiconductor with a heterojunction formed at  

the interface between the crystalline region and the grain boundary. In order to 

simulate the phonon scattering in the grain boundary, Lu et al. treated both x and 

the thickness of the grain boundary S as parameters that varied with temperature. 

The band diagram corresponding to this model is shown in Fig. 2.5. This tempera- 

ture dependence of both S and X, however, has been questioned by other research- 

ersl5. 

Another attempt to eliminate the over-estimation of current was made by Wu 

et al. l6 They used Rutherford scattering of charge carriers from a two dimensional 

array of fixed charge centers. They suggested that the coulombic scattering is 

much more important than phonon scattering at  room temperature. The attenua- 

tion factor resulting from this model, however, still was not sufficient to explain 

the site of the f-factor reported earlier. 





There are two schools of thought explaining the carrier transport in polysili- 

con. One is the thermionic emission approach discussed earlier, and the other, dis- 

cussed here, considers drift and diffusion to be the methods by which carriers are 

transported in the material. One formulation of the drift and diffusion theory is by 

Wu et al. l7 In this formulation the conductive nature of grain boundaries is not 

taken into consideration and drift and diffusion are taken to be the transport 

mechanism for the majority carriers through the crystalline regions only. Wu et 

al. describes transport of carriers through the grain boundary by using quantum 

mechanical tunneling. The energy band diagram used in this model is shown in 

Fig. 2.6. Current across the grain boundary is described as being proportional to 

the mobile carrier densities and hence is proportional to the difference of the 

quasi-Fermi levels on both sides of the grain boundary. In this mode it is not clear 

where this non cero value of current across the grain boundary comes from, if the 

voltage drop across the grain boundary is neglected. 

A more complete model which does include grain boundary conductivity, wss 

formulated by Kim et al. Is This model is the one used to calculate the mobility of 

polycrystalline silicon for this thesis. In this model polycrystalline silicon is a distri- 

buted resistive system where the grain boundary is taken to be a highly resistive, 

but conducting medium. As mentioned above, current is due to drift and diffusion 

of carriers through this medium. 

To explain this model and understand the charge transport through the grain 

boundary we first must consider the conduction channels existing in amorphous 



Fig. 2.6 (a) One dimensional grain structure, (b) the energy 
type polycrystalline grain at thermal equilibrium, (c) energy 
type polycrystalline grain at no~~equilibrium, (d) equivalent 
stalline grain. [17] 
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semiconductor materials. The energy band diagram describing these conduction 

processes can then be combined with that for crystalline silicon to form a base for 

explaining conduction in polysilicon. In amorphous semiconductor material, electr- 

ical conduction occurs through three channels. The effect of each of these processes 

on the carrier mobility can be summerited as follows: 1) Extended states mobility; 

carriers in the extended state, beyond the mobility shoulder, move via diffusive or 

Brownian motion. 2) Hopping mobility; localited charge carriers in the band tails 

can be transported via phonon assisted - thermally activated - hopping. 3) Tunnel- 

ing mobility; carriers localized in the defect states near mid-gap can move between 

states via phonon assisted tunneling. The energy band diagram associated with 

this conduction model was postulated by Mott et al. l8 

In this formulation, the trapping model is also used to describe the effect of 

the defect states near the mid-gap with a trap density ~ ~ ( c r n ' )  and a trapping 

level ET.  At the interface between crystalline and amorphous semiconductors, a 

heterojunction is formed, making the energy band diagram of polysilicon consist of 

both crystalline and amorphous semiconductors as shown in Fig. 2.7. The 

current density is then expressed as : 

J =  4~#f'pb(Vpbfi) 
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Fig. 2.7 Energy band diagram of a unit cell in polysilicon under (a) undoped, (b) 
doped, and (c) doped and biased conditions. [IS] 

€1 
Ref. 



where V, is the applied voltage across the grain, Vfi  is the portion of V, that 

drops across the grain boundary, ppb is the effective mobility and Pfi  is the total 

hole concentration with'm the boundary. Also, 

where p, is the single crystalline mobility, and F, and are different parameters 

to be determined. The detailed algebraic expressions are given by Kim et al. l5 

And finally the resistivity is in the form, 

This model model agrees with the experimental data and is free of fitting parame- 

ters. A more detailed discussion of this conduction model is given elsewhere16. 



CHAPTER 3 

MOSFETS FABRICATED IN POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON FILMS 

There are essentially two routes by which MOSFETs can be fabricated in 

polysilicon. One is where the film is recrystalliced prior to device fabrication. The 

other alternative is to fabricate MOSFETs in as-deposited films in conjunction 

with grain boundary hydrogen passivation. Each approach has strengths and 

weaknesses, and will be discussed in the following subsections. 

3.1. Recryrtallised Polysilicon Films 

Initial problems with low carrier mobility and high threshold voltages in 

MOSFETs fabricated in polysilicon films directed research efforts toward recrystal- 

lizing the films. This is done to achieve device quality crystalline substrate 

material, since the grain boundaries which are the cause for aome of the problems 

have been mostly removed. The recrystallized films have much larger grain sice 

than the as-deposited films. 

Several methods have been used to recrystallize plysilicon. One of the 

methods is laser annealing of the substrate. A CW-Argon ion laser having 11-14 W 

power was used by Kamins et al. l9 to scan over the plysilicon film causing it to 

recrystallize. Comparison of the results from recrystallized polyailicon MOSFET 

and the equivalent as-deposited device showed considerable improvement made by 

recrystallization. Dynamic RAM cells made using a similar laser-recrystallization 
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method showed dramatic improvement as well. Thme recrystallised dynamic 

RAM cells, fabricated by Jolly et  al. 20 had almost double the storage capacity, 

increased storage time by completely isolating the storage region, and reduced soft 

error problems due to collection of charges injected into the substrate or by alpha 

particles. Three-dimensional folded dynamic RAM has also been fabricated in 

recrystallized polysilicon by Sturm et al, 21 They reported even longer storage 

times than Jolly et  al. 20 

In order to achieve a specific crystal orientation Lam et al. 22 performed a 

laser enhanced lateral seeding of the polysilicon film. Single crystal silicon on oxide 

with { 100 ) orientation was achieved by using a modified LOCOS (local oxidation 

of silicon) process. By melting polysilicon on a silicon wafer with the desired orien- 

tation and slowly scanning away the beam, molten silicon crystallites epitaxially, 

converting the polysilicon on silicon into a single crystal epitaxial layer. Further, 

when the molten tone is moved into the polysilicon on an oxide region, the molten 

silicon recrystallizes, using the epitaxial layer as the seed. 

Electron-beams have also been used for the purpose of recrystallitation. 

Kamins et al. 23 used an electron-beam generated by a tungsten filament source, 

similar to that used in scanning electron microscopes, focused by a magnetic lens. 

An electrostatic octupole deflection system directly above the sample scanned the 

beam in one direction. The motion in the other direction was done mechanically. 

The quality of substrate achieved using this method of heating was very similar to 

the results of laser-annealing method. The potential for good control of an 

electron-beam and the lack of need for excessive substrate heating, make this tech- 

nique preferable to some others. 



has been achieved by Maby et al. This technique employs a moving graphite 

strip heater that passes slowly over the substrate. In this technique a 1 pm thick 

oxide layer is t h d l y  grown on both sides of the wafer, to protect the wafer 

from the graphite heater on the bottom. Then a 0.5pm polysilicon film was depo- 

sited on l p m  thick S i 0 2  and capped with 2pm of Si02 ,  and 500W Si1N4 layer. 

The single crystals achieved using this method were about (2mm x lcm) but within 

these large crystals there are smaller regions of about 25pm x l m m  dimensions. 

Arc lamp zone melting has also been used for the purpose of recrystallita- 

t i ~ n ~ ~ .  This is done by using a high pressure mercury arc lamp which is focused 

into a narrow ribbon shaped beam by an elliptical reflector. The focused light 

creates a molten tone in the thin film, which is slowly scanned across the material. 

The sample is preheated on a graphite heater to 1000- 1200°C . The samples were 

0 . 6 ~  LPCVD silicon films deposited on a thermally oxidized single crystalline 

wafer and were encapsulated. Grain sites as large as .5 to 1 mm were achieved 

using this technique. 

The main advantage of using recrystallized polysilicon films, as mentioned 

earlier, is that achievement of device quality material for the substrate improves 

the performance of the device and makes them more reliable. There are also prob- 

lems associated with this approach, however. Fabrication of devices becomes more 

costly, the processing technique becomes more complicated, and thermal stresses 

are placed on the underlying substrate. Also increased throughput time further 

degrades the applicability of recrystallization. In addition to theae problems, the 
' 

production yield is low, and must be improved if the process is to be costeffective. 



Unfortunately the recrystalli~ation techniques described earlier bring about the 

growth of large grain polysilicon films instead of single crystalline silicon films. 

Therefore some grain boundaries can be left in the active region of devices. These 

few boundaries will lower the performance of some of the devices in the same die, 

leading to a non-uniformity problem as well. 

3.2. As deposited small-grain LPCVD polycrystalline silicon Rlms 

Fabrication of MOSFETs in as-deposited small-grain thin film polysilicon 

offers important technological advantages over devices fabricated in recrystalliced 

films. Since the step-height associated with the addition of a layer of film to the 

process is small, the process topology is not drastically affected. Unlike the recry- 

stallication methods discussed earlier, this method does not subject the amorphous 

substrate or the crystalline wafer to thermal stress, hence the devices built in the 

lower layers are left uneffected. The performance of polysilicon MOSFETs is a 

function of the number of grains existing between the source and the drain. 

Therefore fluctuations in the number of grains lead to a spread of device perfor- 

mance over the wafer. The small grain size ensures a large number of grains along 

the channel, so the percentage change in the number of grains is minimal. This will 

result in more uniform device performance over the same die. The growth of 

small-grain polysilicon films is well established in silicon processing and if MOS- 

FETs with high ON/OFF current ratio can be fabricated, a simple 3-D manufac- 

turing process with better yield and lower cost than the recrystallication method 



The presence of the grain boundary states has a dramatic effect on the electri- 

cal properties of polysilicon. Reducing these states would improve the performance 

of the devices fabricated in as-deposited polysilicon. One well established technique 

is passivation of the grain boundaries by atomic hydrogen26. 

The origin of the grain boundary barrier potential has been discussed earlier. 

When passivating, atomic hydrogen diffuses along the grain boundary and ties up 

with some of the uncompensated udanglingu bonds. This results in a smaller 

number of grain boundary states and a lower grain boundary barrier potential. 

This mechanism is best explained with help of the Fig 3.1. 

Another beneficial effect of the grain boundary passivation is the lowering of 

the leakage current of MOSFETs. One of the components of the leakage current2' 

is generative current. Defects at the grain boundary act as possible electron hole 

pair (EHP) generation centers. Thus reducing these defect sites by grain boundary 

passivation results in a dramatic reduction in the leakage current. 

Substantial success has been achieved with regard to fabrication of MOSFETs 

in as deposited thin film of fine-grain polysilicon. In addition the simplest and the 

most cost effective strategy to acquire an entry level 3-D capability would be to 

develop a process that requires no non-standard materials and fools. Small-grain 

LPCVD polysilicon is a well established material in silicon procesaing. Therefore 

this implies that the first adaptation of a three-dimensional integration maybe 

stacked CMOS VLSI memory chips in which one of the transistors is fabricated in 

a layer of LPCVD polysilicon on silicon d i ~ x i d e ~ ~ r  29. To improve the performance 

of polysilicon MOSFETs, as described above, grain boundary paaaivation via 

hydrogenization is done. In order to be able to design circuits uaing polysilicon 



Fig. 3.1 Schematic showing the grain boundary structure between two neighboring 
polysilicon grains and the potential barrier due to the grain boundary. After the 
hydrogen passivation, atomic hydro en ties up with most of the dangling bonds, 
resulting in a lower potential barrier. 7 341 
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MOSFETs an electrical model is needed that can adequately explain the experi- 

mental I-V characteristics of the device with a fair degree of accuracy. High- 

voltage MOSFETs have also been fabricated30 in polysilicon with a breakdown 

voltage of about 200 V. Efforts have been made to develop an analytical model 

that can predict the behavior of these devices. Some of these models are described 

in the following chapter. 



i 

4.1. Previous Models 

CHAPTER 4 

ELECTRICAL MODELS OF POLYSILICON MOSFETS 

One of the earlier attempts toward the characterication of polysilicon MOS 

transistors was undertaken by Onga et al. 31 Measurements were performed on 

both N and P channel enhancement-type polysilicon MOSFETs. A U-ahaped 

ID - VG curve was observed as the gate was swept from accumulation to inversion. 

This high current in the accumulation region was qualitatively ascribed to junction 

breakdown around the drain region precipitated by the crystalline imperfections 

inherent in the as deposited polysilicon films. The primary intent of Onga's work 

was not toward the development of a comprehensive device model itself; it was 

rather directed toward a general qualitative understanding of the channel mobility 

as a function of the gate voltage and various other processing parameters. The car- 

rier mobility discussed was a combination of space charge scattering mobility p,, , 

bulk mobility p,b& , dislocation scattering mobility p~ and was given as, 

Comparisons were made with the SOS film properties and device behavior. 

An attempt to model the characteristics of polysilicon devices in the leakage 

regime was made by Fossum et 81. 32 In this model, leakage current of accumula- 



tion mode devices was assumed to originate from field emission from grain boun- 

dary traps at  the drain junction. For positive gate voltages the channel region is 

left completely depleted. A negative drain voltage now further enhances and 

increases the electric field near the drain, consequently it was suggested that this 

emission occurred under the gate near the drain gate oxide interface. The 

shortcoming of the model is the various assumptions that have gone into it. 

Specifically, the use of an abrupt depletion approximation in a polysilicon junction 

system, and the use of the WKB approximation in calculating tunneling time con- 

stants in the presence of a large number of acceptor/donor trap states are ques- 

tionable. In addition, fitting parameters a and $, so called "eld fringing factors" 

were used. The model however is insightful. 

In more recent work done by the same group33 subthreshold behavior of thin 

film polysilicon MOSFETs has been characterired. This work considers both the 

effect of the grain boundaries and the charge coupling between the front and back 

gate. The results are in terms of the front and back gate voltages, the device 

parameters, and the grain boundary properties. This work is based on the follow- 
\ 

ing: it is assumed that the grain boundaries in the small-grain polysilicon can be 

analyzed as traps uniformly distributed in silicon. A numerical solution of the 1- 

dimensional Poisson's equation is used with mixed boundary conditions at  the 

front and back interfaces, which accounts for charges trapped a t  the grain boun- 

daries. The description of the subthreshold drain current, which is assumed to be 

predominantly diffusion for drain voltages higher than KT, and the characterira- 
Q 

tion of the threshold voltage are obtained from the derived dependence of the 

channel charge density on the gate voltage. The analysis points out that the charge 

f 



coupling effect dim'mihes as either the grain boundary trap density, the thickness 

of the film, or the film doping density increases. Here, the drain current is governed 

by only the front rmrface conduction and the back surface is assumed to be either 

depleted or inverted. The expression for the drain current is given by, 

where Z is the channel width, L is channel length, ppf  is hole mobility, and Q;, is 

the excess hole accumulation layer. Although, this model agrees fairly well with 

the experimental results, it is based on a numerical solution rather than a simple 

analytical expression. 

A device model for circnit simulation was suggested by Malhi et al. 34 This 

model used simple existing MOSFET models plus the effect of charge coupling 

between the front and back gates, which can cause the threshold voltage of one 

gate to depend on the bias on the other gate. In the linear region the drain current 

expression is given as, 

and the drain current in the saturation region is given by, 

In thew? expresaiona, VT is the threshold voltage, COz1 is the oxide capacitance per 
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unit area, Cb is polysilicon film body depletion capacitance per unit area and Cbb is 

the series combination of Cb and COz1. Since these expressions resemble the 

expressions for bulk transistors, a SPICE model was generated to see how close a 

fit could be obtained. Because the mobility of the channel tends to increase when a 

voltage is applied, the following expression was used to fit this changing mobility: 

Go 
"= i+e(v,- v,) ' (4.5) 

In bulk transistors 0 is a positive number because mobility decreases with higher 

vertical fields, but in polysilicon MOSFETs it is a negative number. 

The subthreshold current is said to be strongly determined by the trap energy 

level and the fast interface state density at the front gate and is expressed as 

~ V D  
I D = B , ~ ~ P [ N ~ & ( V G + ~ S - ~ ~ F ) I [ ~ - ~ ~ P ( - N S - ) ~ -  KT (4.6) 

The values for all the parameters used in the above expression are given by Malhi 

et al. 34 The drawback of this model is that it uses curve fitting instead of strong 

physical expressions that use polysilicon parameters and properties. 

4.2. Present Theory 

A comprehensive analytical model of accumulation mode MOSFETs in 

polysilicon thin films has been suggested by Ahmed et al. This model has been 

wed here to calculate the I-V characteristics of a normally ON, N-channel, polysil- 

icon MOSFET. A qualitative explanation of this model is given here. The device 

I 
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under consideration here, has n+- n - n+ source, channel and drain as shown in 

Fig. 4.1. This model is based on the following assumptions and simplifications. i) 

Polycrystalline silicon films consist of columnar rectangular grains of uniform size. 

ii) The size of these grains depends on a number of parameters such as annealing 

temperature, annealing time, doping density, thickness of the film etc. Neverthe- 

less it has been shown that the grain size approaches the thickness of the deposited 

film. iii) The grain boundary has a thickness 6 ranging between 10-20 A and con- 

tains uniform trap density QT/S. iv) Electrical conduction takes place via the 

model of ~ i m l ~  et al. described earlier. v) The grain boundaries are considered to 

be perpendicular to the gate electrode. vi) The interface states Q,, are represented 

as a fixed sheet of charge just below the gate oxide. vii) The abrupt depletion 

approximation is used to calculate the potential within the space charge regions. 

viii) By averaging the variations of surface potential 4 along the y-direction in Fig. 

4.2, the 2-D Poisson's equation is reduced to a 1-D equation. ix) The concept of 

electrostatic shielding is introduced to correct for the underestimation of mobile 

carrier density from a y-independent 4. x) The channel mobility ie only a fraction 

of the bulk mobility because of the scattering due to the interface states. 

In the present model, application of a gate voltage will cause surface band 

bending to occur. Here we examine the relationship of an applied gate voltage to 

band bending a t  the surface of the channel, under the gate oxide. To simplify the 

explanation consider a unit cell that consists of a grain boundary in the center and 

crystalline grain regions, one on each side of the grain boundary. Perpendicular to 

this grain boundary is the oxide layer separating the channel from the gate. At the 

interface are the usual interface states. To begin with, we assume that the channel 

, 
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic showing the cross section of the device.1321 



doping density N is greater than the critical doping N*; hence the grain will be 

only partially depleted. This condition forces us to consider both the neutral and 

the depleted regions as shown in Fig. 4.2. With no voltage applied to the gate and 

temporarily neglecting the interface states, the grain is in equilibrium situation. 

Because of the charges trapped at  the grain boundary, an electric field exists in the 

depletion region. The Efield lines start from the ionized dopants and terminate on 

the trapped charges a t  the grain boundary. If a positive voltage is applied to the 

gate, electrons will be injected into the grain. These electrons will be injected into 

both the neutral region a t  the center of the grain, which is a t  the edges of the unit 

cell defined above, and into the grain boundary. Here lies the first difference from 

the crystalline devices. Because of the symmetry a t  the center of the grain and 

most of the neutral region, the electric field lines will be in the x direction and they 

terminate in the bulk. In the depletion region, however, field lines start in the x 

direction and bend toward the grain boundary in the y direction to terminate a t  

the grain boundary, because of the existence of the injected charges there. Fringing 

can take place a t  the edges of the depletion region. 

Band bending is caused by the need to supply charges either fo provide or to 

terminate electric field. Because there is a higher population of electrons at  the 

center of the grain, (in the neutral region), the band bending q+ is smaller than in 

the depletion region which has a lower population of electrons. We can see from 

the above argument that the band bending q+ is inhomogeneous along y, i.e., cb is 

a functionof both x and y. 

To obtain an exact numerical solution a two dimensional Poisson's equation 

must be solved. It has been auggested2' that this problem can be solved to a great 





P degree of accuracy by introducing some physically reasonable assumptions. The 

I variations of 4 along y could be eliminated by performing an averaging in the y 
t direction. The Zdimensional Poisson equation then reduces to a 1-dimensional 

Poisson equation : 

- - 
where p,  n are the average carrier concentrations, f-factors represent the Fermi 

I occupation factors for electron and hole traps, Lg is the average grain s i ~ ,  and 
I 

I/ represents 9. Using this simplified Poisson's equation and integrating from the 
kT 

bulk to any surface potential 4 ,  results the following expression: 

1 where LD is the Debye length, 

I and 

1 with 



k? The average carrier concentration i is a function of depletion depth and the grain 

boundary barrier potential and is expressed as 

P Here crf represents the error function, W is the width of the depletion region and 

L, n(--) is the equilibrium electron concentration at the grain center. Finally, 

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. 

A positive voltage applied at  the gate of an N-channel polysilicon MOSFET 
I 

causes injection of mobile carriers - in this case electrons - into the region at  the 

surface of the channel. As mentioned before, the distribution of these carriers 

along the y-direction is not uniform and the barrier potential is reduced as a result 

of this injection of carriers. This reduction is caused by eIectrostatic shielding of 

the uncompensated ionized dopants by injected carriers. The shielding effect causes 

the equilibrium depletion width W, to decrease to a new value W. An expression 

for this new depletion depth has been calculated by considering charge neutrality 

over a unit volume bounded by the length of the unit cell Lo, unit width of the 

channel and the channel thicknew tf . The expression for this new depletion depth 

I is given as 



In the above expression t is the tailing of excess carriers into the depletion depth 

and is given ss € = ( ~ E , / ~ B N ) ' ~  , e, is the permittivity of silicon and +, is the sur- 

face potential. This new depletion depth is used to calculate the corresponding 

barrier potential by using the following expression, 

Now these new values of the barrier potential and depletion depth can be used to 

find the average carrier concentration without the problem of underestimation due 

to the shrinking depletion depth. By using the equations 4.7-4.12 for any given sur- 

face potential 4, , a corresponding surface electric field can be calculated. 

The expression for the carrier mobility in polysilicon as shown in Eq. 2.11 is a 

composite quantity and is very dependent on the grain boundary barrier potential 

VB. As discussed before, an applied gate voltage causes changes in V'. These 

changes must be taken into account when calculating bulk polysilicon mobility. 

Interface states are known to cause additional scattering of carriers. As a 

result of this scattering, the bulk mobility is reduced by a factor q , known as the 

surface scattering factor, therefore 

A positive voltage applied at  the gate electrode of the N-channel MOSFET 

can be partitioned in the following way. 



here VFB is the flat band voltage, expressed as, 

Here, Q,! is the density of interface states , Coz is the gate oxide capacitance and 

@, is the work function difference between the gate electrode and the substrate. 

In summary, for any given surface potential a surface electric field is evaluated 

using Eq. 4.7-4.15. The corresponding gate voltage is evaluated using Eq. 4.17. 

4.2.1. I-V Relationship 

The operation of a polysilicon MOSFET can be divided into three distinctive 

regions depending on the magnitude of the gate voltage VGs. These regions are 

1) Leakage, where VGs = 0 

2) Weak accumulation, where VGs <VDS + VFB 

3) Drive, where Vcs > VDs + VFB . 

The gate and drain voltages are measured with respect to the source voltage, and 

are expressed as VGs and VDs respectively. We will now discuss these modes of 

operation in some detail. 



4.2.1.1. Leakage Regime 

I 

Consider first a P-channel accumulation mode device. Because the flat band 

voltage is negative and the gate voltage sweep is negative, a t  zero gate voltage the 

top of the channel is depleted. The bottom interface charges also cause the bottom 

of the channel to deplete. Two cases must be considered here: one when the two 

depletion depths meet and the other when they do not meet. In the first case, the 

leakage current is caused by the generation of carriers in the depletion region that 

are swept across when a drain voltage is applied. In the second case there is an 

additional resistive current that leaks through the neutral region between the two 

depletion depths. This current is very similar to the current in JFETs. Now for N- 

channel devices, even at  zero gate voltage the channel is already accumulated. This 

accumulation layer a t  the surface gives rise to other types of current which are 

assumed to be of greater magnitude than the resistive-generative leakage currents. 

So for this analysis of N-channel devices, leakage current is not important. A 

detailed analysis of the resistive-generative leakage current has been given by 

Ahmed et al. 27 

4.2.1.2. Weak Accumulation 

The behavior of the drain current as a function of applied gate voltage in this 

operation regime is similar to the subthreshold conduction observed under weak 

inversion in MOSFETs fabricated in single crystal silicon. In this case, the source is 

grounded; therefore the source side of the channel is accumulated when a gate vol- 

tage is applied. The drain side of the channel ia still depleted, however, because 



(Vcs- Vm <VDS). This concentration gradient in the channel gives rise to a 

diffusive current. The current density is expressed as36 

where D, is the diffusion constant for electron. When J is integrated over the cross 

sectional area of current flow, taking into account the variations of +, with x, an 

expression for current is found in the form, 

where, t, = GLD ewmn . 

This t, represents the spatial extent over which the electric field at  the surface 

kT decreases by -. 
Q 

4.2.1.3. Drive 

There are some physical differences between accumulation-mode and 

inversion-mode devices. The accumulation-mode device turns ON once the flat 

band voltage is exceeded. While the channel is accumulated, in the absence of any 

drain voltage, no uncompensated dopants exist in the channel. Application of a 

drain voltage causes the majority carrier imref to split and the appearance of 

uncompensated dopants in the channel. This can be explained with the help of Fig. 

4.3. As is shown in that figure, a voltage applied at  the drain lifts the band edges 

and splits the majority carrier - electron - imref. In the region where the imref is 





below the intrinsic level, the channel depletes. The imref meets the Fermi level in 

the bulk with the splitting occurring in the depletion region. Because there is no 

current in the x-direction, the imref has appreciable elope only where there is only 

a negligible number of majority carriers. h the depletion region the splitting of the 

imref ensures that both the electron and hole traps are empty. Therefore the deple- 

tion depth can be calculated using the abrupt depletion approximation. By apply- 

ing Gauss' law and charge conservation the electron density can be expressed as, 

where, V(y) is the channel voltage at  any given y. Some of these charges are 

trapped within the grain boundary. In order to find the total number of mobile 

charges, one must subtract the number of the trapped charges from the total 

charge. The gate flux lines emanate from the grain boundary only within a few 

Debye lengths from the surface, therefore, we can express these trapped charges as 

Qd = qQTaLDILg, where a is the number of Debye length from the surface where 

the traps are full. The total mobile charge can now be expressed as 

and the expression for the drain current becomes3' 



4.2.2. Theoretical Results 

4.2.2.1. Mobility, Barrier Potential and Surface Potential 

In this section we will study the effects of different average grain s i ~ e  Lo, trap- 

ping density Q T ( c ~ - ~ ) ,  doping density N(cmW3) and trapping level ET(eV) on the 

variations of surface potential +,, grain boundary barrier potential VB and chan- 

nel mobility ~ 1 ,  due to the applied gate voltage. In this section Vn denotes 

Using the Eqn. 4.7-4.18, we show the behavior of channel mobility, band 

bending and barrier potential when gate voltage is incresaed in Fig 4.4. We must 

note again that in this section the gate voltage is with respect to the flat band vol- 

tage. In this set of data the critical doping density ~ * = 1 . 5 8 x 1 0 ~ ~ c m - ~ .  The chan- 

nel doping density ~ = 3 x 1 0 ' ~  is above the critical doping density: N > N * .  This 

means that the channel is only partially depleted. Application of a gate voltage 

causes injection of carriers to the surface, hence the barrier potential starts to 

shrinks as soon as the gate voltage is applied. The dependence of channel mobility 

on the barrier potential has been discussed earlier. In Fig. 4.4 we can see that when 

the barrier potential is decreased to about a fourth of its original value (V=3.0-4.0 

volts) the channel mobility starts to saturate. The surface band bending is similar 

to the single crystalline case. At voltages around 3.0-4.0 volts, the channel strongly 

accumulates and further increase of the gate voltage does not cause much addi- 

tional band bending. 



Fig. 4.4 Surface potential, grain boundary barrier potential and channel electron 
mobility as a function of Vcs - VFB, for doping levels above N*. 



The next case, shown in Fig. 4.5, is for the doping density less than the critical 

doping density: N<N*. In this case the grain is completely depleted but the traps 

are not completely filled. The injected carriers, first will have to fill all the traps. 

As the gate voltage is increased to about 2 volts, the injected carriers are only g e t  

ting trapped at the grain boundary and no significant change in the barrier poten- 

tial is observed. At voltages larger than 2 volts we can eee the barrier potential 

starts to decrease and approaches zero. Becauee the doping density is low, the band 

bending is more significant. Some of this band bending goes toward compensating 

the traps. As mentioned before, the mobility is a strong function of barrier poten- 

tial. At flat band the barrier potential is not as large as in the previous case when 

the doping was above the critical doping, hence the mobility enhancement will not 

be as great as the previous case where N>N*. 

The variations of p, VB and 4, as a function of V for films with different 

average grain size are shown in Fig. 4.6. The doping density, trap density and 

level are respectively ~ = 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ e r n - ~ ,  QT = 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ c r n - ~  and ET=O.leV. The 

average grain sizes used here are L, = 500,1000, and 15006(, and the calculated crib 

ical doping densities are 3.98xl0l7, 1.57x1017, and 0.72x10~~crn-~. The different 

average grain sires cause the critical doping level to change, which effectively 

moves the doping level with respect to N*. This can be observed in Fig. 4.6. Let us 

first consider the case where the average grain size is 5OOA. The doping level is 

below the critical doping N<N*. Therefore, the behavior of this case is similar to 

the case discussed earlier. When the average grain size is about 1000A the doping 

level falls slightly above the critical doping level. Thus the film is partially depleted 

and the grain boundary barrier potential is almost at its maximum value. The 



Fig. 4.5 
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as a function of Vcs- VFB, for doping levels below N*. 



Fig. 4.6 Surface potential, grain boundary barrier potential and channel electron 
mobility as a fu ction of V s- VFB, for diffe ent average grain sizes. Triangl @) IE d I. denote L,, = SO0 , circles (ordenote L,, ,1000 and squares Q) denote L,, ,1500 



mobility then should be very small at flat band (V=O volt). In this case, as the 

gate voltage is increased from the flat band the maximum swing in the mobility 

results. At L ~ = I ~ O O A  the doping level falls even further above N*. The barrier 

potential decreases at flat band, hence the mobility is higher. The swing in the 

mobility is less than the case where the doping density is closer to the critical d o p  

ing. We should note that the different average grain sises only places us in 

different positions (above or below) with respect to the critical doping and the 

same analysis used for different doping levels also holds here. 

The effect of the trapping level ET on the variations of +,, VB and p with V 

is shown in the Fig. 4.7. The trapping level is measured from the intrinsic Fermi 

level, so a larger value of ET refers to a shallower trap. The doping density, trap- 

ping density and the average grain sise used are respectively 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ c r n - ~ ,  

2~10'*crn-~ and 1000A. The trapping levels considered here are 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 

eV and the respective critical doping densities are 1.76xl0~', 1.57~10" and 

1.14x1017. The variations in the trap level can be caused by differences in film 

deposition, differences in thermal processing, and hydrogen passivation. Fermi 

statistics dictates that the movement of the Fermi level with increased doping level 

is decreased the deeper the trap level lies. It also means that more of the traps are 

full when the trap level is closer to the intrinsic level (deeper). At the trap level 

0.05 eV the critical doping is the largest. Because the trap level is the deepest, more 

carriers are trapped. Consequently the barrier potential is higher. A large barrier 

potential makes the mobility smaller and when a voltage is applied the largest 

enhancement in the mobility is observed. When the trapping level is shallower, 

ET=O.l eV, at  flat band V=O.O volt the barrier potential is smaller, because the 



Fig. 4.7 Surface potential, grain boundary barrier potential and channel'electron 
mobility as a function of Vcs - VpB, for different trap levels. Triangles (A) denote 
ET = O.OSe V, circles (0) denote ET = O . l O e  V and squares Q) denote ET =O.BOe V. 
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trap is less effective. The mobility enhancement is also less than in the 0.05eV case. 

The traps are even less effective when ET=0.2 eV. The critical doping density is 

mnallest, the barrier potential is lower than the other two cases and the mobility 

enhancement is least. Note that at  strong accumulation the final value for the 

channel mobility is the same regardless of the trap level, and the large~t mobility 

enhancement is for the deepest trap level. 

In Fig. 4.8 the effect of the trapping density on +,, VB, p. are presented. It has 

been noted by Ahmed et al. 27 that the surface scattering factor varies with 

different trapping density. But due to lack of experimental data we cannot predict 

the surface scattering factors for trapping densities other than 2xl0 '~em-~.  The 

factor used here is 0.008. The typical values for q are around 0.01-0.02. In Fig. 

4.8 the trapping densities presented are 1x1012, 4x10" and 8xl0 '~em-~.  The 

corresponding critical doping densities are 5.91~10'" 7 .91~10'~ and 

8.44x1016cm -3. As the critical doping density decreases, the barrier potential also 

decreases. Consequently the mobility enhancement due to the shielding of the 

uncompensated ioniced dopants decreases. 

4.2.2.2. Diffuaion Current 

A weak accumulation current or diffusion current occurs when there is a con- 

centration gradient in the channel. The source side of the channel is grounded. 

Therefore any gate voltage greater than the flat band voltage causes the accumula- 

tion of mobile carriers in the channel. At the drain aide the gate voltage has to be 



Fig. 4.8 Surface potential, grain boundary barrier potential and channel electron 
mobility as a function of Vcs - VF , for different trap .density. 
denote Q r = l ~ ~ ~ 1 2 ~ m - 2 ,  circles (07 denote Q r = 4 ~ 1 0 1 2 ~ m - 2  and aguares 
denote Qf = 8 ~  10'2cm-2. 



greater than the sum of flat band voltage and the drain voltage in order for an 

accumulation layer to exist. When the source side is accumulated and the drain is 

not, a diffusive current flows through the channel. 

In Fig. 4.9 the dependence of this di&lsion current on gate voltage is 

presented when the doping density N is varied. The results shown are for the case 

where ~*=7.22x10'~cm-~,  Er=O.lrV, ~ ~ = 1 5 0 0 &  ~ ~ = 2 ~ 1 0 " c m - *  and the 

surface states ~ ,~=3~10 '~c rn - ' .  These are typical values for the film and device 

parameters. The first doping considered is ~ = 5 x l 0 ' ~ c r n - ~  which is below N*. The 

barrier potential is relatively large and this makes the mobility to be small. We 

can see that until Vcs=O.O volt there is no enhancement in the drain current and 

after that voltage we see it increase. As explained earlier this is because below the 

critical doping we first must fill all the traps before shrinking of the depletion 

region can occur. At gate voltages larger than 0.0 volts, carriers get injected and 

the barrier potential decreases causing the mobility to increase. For the doping 

below the critical doping, as observed before, that the mobility enhancement is not 

very high but this enhancement in conjunction with the injection of carriers, gives 

rise to about two orders of magnitude increase in the drain current. The next dop- 

ing level ~ = 8 ~ 1 0 ' ~ c r n - ~ ,  is slightly above the critical doping. At flat band the 

barrier potential is high causing the mobility to be very small. As a result of low 

mobility and low gradient in carrier density the drain current is very small: 

~ 1 0 - " ~ .  Above N*, shielding takes place as the gate voltage is increased. There- 

fore the mobility will increase and carriers injected to the surface will increase the 

gradient in concentration causing the current to rise. When VGs reaches about 2 

volts, the barrier potential is gone and the band bending is at  a maximum, thus 
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Fig. 4.9 Diffusion current r, a function of gate voltage, for different dyring levels. 
Triangles (A) denote N = ~ X  ? ? " c ~ - ~ ,  circles (0) denote N = 8 x  10 cm-3 and 
squares (J) denote N = 1.5 x 10 cm ' . 



forcing the current to saturate. When the doping concentration is further 

increased to ~=l .~x10"ern-~ ,  the barrier potential is reduced giving rise to a 

higher mobility. Atso the average carrier concentration is increased. These result 

in a higher drain current at  flat band. As before the mobility is increased when 

gate voltage is increased. At a gate voltage of about 2 volts, the drain current 

reaches its maximum value because both the mobility and the band bending have 

reached their maximum values. 

Next we look at  the dependence of the diffusion current on the grain boun- 

dary trap level as the gate voltage is varied. The results are presented in Fig. 4.10. 

The trap levels used are 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 eV measured from the intrinsic Fermi 

level. The doping density used here is above the critical doping density and all the 

other parameters used here are the same as the ones used for Fig. 4.7. The effect of 

the trap level on the barrier potential was discussed earlier and we see that the 

highest barrier potential results when the trap is deepest. The deepest trap level 

used here is 0.05 eV, and at flat band the diffusion current is very close to 10-"A. 

Again, as noticed earlier, different trap levels do not effect the shielding of the 

uncompensated ioniced dopants. The diffusion current saturates at a gate voltage 

close to 2 volts and becomes about 1 0 - ' ~ ,  that is, four orders of magnitude 

change from the flat band value. The shallower trap levels effect the value of the 

barrier potential at flat band. Looking at  the shalloweat trap we can see that the 

swing of the current changes but the subthreshold slope remains the same and does 

not change with ET.  This can be seen in the Fig. 4.10, the current saturates at  

lower voltages for shallower traps. 
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Fig. 4.10 Diffusion current as a function of gate Atage,  for different trap levels. 
Triangles (A) denote ET=0.05eV, circles (0) denote Er=O.lOeV and squares 0) 
denote ET==0.20e V. 



The dependence of diffusion current on the average grain site of polysilicon is 

shown in Fig 4.11. The grain sires used are 500, 1000, and 1500 A. All the parame- 

ters are the same as the parameters used in Fig. 4.6. For Lg of 1000 and 1500 A the 

doping level is above the critical doping N*. The only difference is that the 

subthreshold slope is improved for the 1500A grain aim. This is because of the 

improved shielding. Below the N* the situation is different; the ineffective shielding 

caused by slow accumulation and the small enhancement of the mobility cause the 

subthreshold slope to be very high, which is not desirable. Thus the best results are 

achieved at  doping levels above the critical doping density. 

As mentioned before, the grain boundary trap density has been reported to 

effect the surface scattering r( and Q,, the interface states. Lower Qy is said 27 to 

result in a lower value for the surface states and a higher surface scattering factor. 

More experimental data is required to confirm these results. 

4.2.2.3. Drive Current 

Drive current flows in the channel when the gate voltage is larger than 

VDs + Vm. This condition causes both the source and the drain side of the channel 

to be accumulated. Here we will analyte this current for different polysilicon and 

device properties. 

The dependence of variation of the drive current versus gate voltage on d o p  

ing density is shown in Fig. 4.12. These results are for doping densities above the 

critical doping. Below N* the drive current is small in magnitude, because the gate 

voltage is used to fill the traps. The first doping level, ~=8xl0"crn", that is 
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Fig. 4.11 Diffusion current as a fun tion of gate voltage, for differ nt average grain 
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Fig. 4.12 Drive current as a function of gate voltage, for different do ing levels. I? Circles 0) denote N = 8 x 10l%cm -' and squares 0 denote N = 1.5 x 10 crnm3. 



above N*, which is 7.22~10'~crn-~. The parameters are the same aa the ones used 

for Fig. 4.9. This behavior is very similar to the single crystalline device. The 

Debye length is different for different doping, therefore the contribution of the 

LD QT term a-q- decreases as the doping is increased. This can be observed in the 
LC c*, 

case of the next doping level ~=1.5x10'~crn-~. 

In Fig. 4.13 we can see the effect of different average grain sizes on the drive 

current. Again in this case, for a small grain size of 50019, the doping falls below 

the critical doping, and the drive current will be very small. The parameters used 

here are the same as the ones used for Fig. 4.11. The main difference between the 

two curves is that in the case of the larger grain size, the contribution of the 

trapped charges at the surface is less. Therefore, the drive current will flow at  a 

smaller gate voltage. Other than that, the variations are due to the physical 

mechanisms explained earlier, such as mobility enhancement. 

Fig. 4.14 shows the behavior of the drive current when the trap level is varied. 

Basically if we refer to Fig. 4.7 where the variations of mobility with trap level are 

shown, the same kind of behavior is observed. The physical explanation for that 

has already been discussed. 

The dependence of drive currentgate voltage relationship on the trap density 

is not shown here. The trap density is said to effect the surface scattering factor 

and the surface states. A lower trap density gives rise to a higher scattering factor 

therefore higher mobility will result. Also lower surface states are said to result 

from lower trap density. In order to confirm these results more experimental data 

is needed. 
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Fig. 4.14 Drive current ss a function of gate voltage, for different trap levels. Tri- 
angles (A) denote ET=0.05eV, circles (0) denote ET=O.lOeV and squares (C) 
denote ET = 0 .20~  V. 
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4.3. Comparison With  Experiment 

In this section we make an attempt to compare the experimental results 

obtained by Maihi et al. 34 with the theoretical results based on the formulation 

which were described earlier in this thesis. Table 1 gives the polysilicon parameters 

and the device dimensions for the device measured by Malhi et al. 34 The device is 

an accumulation-type N-channel topgated polysilicon MOSFET operating at 

room temperature. 

As mentioned in section 2.1, dopant incorporated into polysilicon films have a 

tendency to segregate. This segregation is a function of annealing temperature, 

dopant species, and the length of time at which it is annealed. Generally, segrega- 

tion is less at higher annealing temperature and shorter annealing time. The dev- 

ices under consideration here were annealed at 950°C for 25 minutes. It has been 

shown that annealing at 900°C requires 12 hours for complete segregation. There- 

fore it is logical to assume that for this short anneal, only a small fraction of 

dopants will segregate, probably about 10%. Consequently, in this analysis where 

the polysilicon films were annealed at a relatively high temperature, 950°C for 25 

minutes the effect of segregation is assumed to be very small. 

In Fig. 4.15 the barrier potential, mobility and the band bending under a gate 

voltage is presented. The thickness of the polysilicon film uaed in this device is 

1500A. As discussed earlier, the average grain sise approaches the thickness of the 

film and here, as a result, Lg is assumed to be 1400A. This is a h  in agreement 

with previously reported data2'. The doping level is calculated from the 



Table 1 

Device dimensions and polysilicon film properties that are used to explain the 

experimental data. 



Fig. 4.15 Surface potential, grain boundary barrier potential and channel electron 
mobility as a function of Vcs- Vm. The device and the polysilicon film parame- 
ters are the uame as ones given in Table 1. 



reporteda4 implant dose of 4~ 10l2crn-' into films of ISOOR thickness, and consid- 

ering 10% reduction for segregation, we calculate the doping to be 

N=2.4X 1 0 ' ~ c r n - ~ .  The critical doping density for LI = 1400R, Qr=2X 1012crn - l ,  

and ET=0.05eV, is N*=9.5 x 10''crn-~. Consequently, the grain is only partially 

depleted. 

Figure 4.16 presents the drain current I' as a function of gate voltage Vm for 

the drain voltage Vm =0.1 V. The surface state density is reported to be small but 

not as small as the reported values for the single crystalline device. Q,f is assumed 

to be 3.0x10"crn-~, which is a typical value for polysilicon MOSFET interface 

states, and seem to give fair results. This value of Q,f has been reported2' to 

occur when the trapping density is relatively small in magnitude. In our case the 

trap density is taken to be 2 .0~10 '~crn-~ ,  which is a reasonable number and 

agrees with the small Q,!. The flat band voltage is V'=-0.82V. 

Before giving any further explanation of figure 4.16, it should be pointed out 

that Fig. 4.15 shows the mobility, barrier potential and the surface potential 

corresponding to the film properties and parameters of this device. The grain is 

partially depleted. Therefore, a gate voltage greater than the flat band will cause 

injection of carriers to the surface, in effect, shrinking the barrier potential. The 

mobility is a strong function of barrier potential, and it increases when the barrier 

potential decreases. The mobility reaches a maximum value when the barrier 

potential disappears. These effects were explained in more detail in Sec. 4.2.2.1. In 

the single crystalline case for the accumulation type device the channel forms when 

the flat band voltage is exceeded and the drive current will start to flow. From the 

linear plot shown in Fig. 4.16, we observe a positive threshold voltage instead of a 



Fig. 4.16 Linear plot of drain current as a function of gate voltage for VD=O.l 
Volt. Solid line (-) represents the experimental result, triangles A) represent the 

circles 0) represent the total theoreticat current. 
6 theoretical diffusion current, squares (t7) represent the theoretical rive current and 



negative one. This is caused by a unique characteristic of polysilicon MOSFET: 

fhsf is mobility enhanament cawed by the applied gate voltage. 

in order to get a better andemtanding of fhe physics of conduction operating 

in the device, consider Fig. 4.17 which represents the logarithm of drain current as 

a function of gate voltage. At flat band the mobility is very small: ~ 0 . 0 0 1 e m 2 / ~ s .  

As the gate voltage increases, band bending occurs and the mobility starts to 

increase. This m t e a  a gradient in mcenttstian within the channel, which gives 

rise to a diffusion current. The diffusion current remaim the dominant term up to 

Vcs="0.3V. As the gate voltage is farther increased, the traps are now filled up 

and a channel exist at the surface extending from source to drain. Drive current 

becomes the dominant term at  this gate voltage and h e ,  as shown in Fig. 4.17. 

The diffusion current keeps increasing until the gate voltagea reaches 2.5V because, 

as discussed before, the mobility enhancement still &. For gate voltage above 

2.5V, the diffusion current is saturated. Fig. 4.17 shows that the ON/OFF ratio is 

s little more than three orders of magnitude which is not quite sufficient for high 

performance applications. For comparison purpose, the desired ON/OFF ratio for 

single crystalline devices is greater thas seven orders of magnitude. 

The variations of square root of drain current as a function of gate voltage for 

VD=5.0 Volt is shown in Fig. 4.18. This type of carve is used for measuring the 

threshold rol- of MOSFETs The threshold voltage is obtained from where a 

line through the straight part of the curve rroases the horicontal axis. To under- 

stand how this works one should refer to the saturation current equation for single 

cryeta1line MOSFETs and taking its square root. The result will be aquare root of 



Fig. 4.17 Logarithm of drain current as a function of gate voltage for V'rO.1 
Volt. Solid line (-) represents the ex erin~ental result, triangles (A) represent the 
theoretical diffusion current, squares $) represent the theoretical drive current and . 

circles (0) represent the total theoretical current. 



Fig. 4.18 Square root of drain current as a function of gate voltage for V'=5.0 
Volt. Solid line (-) represents the ex erimental result, triangles (A) represent the 
theoretical diffusion current, squares b) represent the theoretical drive current and 
circles (0) represent the total theoretical current. 



drain current versus some constant times ( Vcs - VT). At sero drain current the 

gate voltage is equal to the threshold voltage. Finally, in Fig. 4.19, the logarithm 

of drain current as a function of gate voltage is shown for drain voltage VD = 5.0 

Volt. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

In this thesis we have discussed the electrical characteristics of N-channel 

accumulation mode MOSFETs fabricated in polyailicon thin films. The carrier 

transport process is via drift and diffusion. This carrier transport is taken to occur 

through a hetero-junction formed between crystallineamorphous-crystalline sili- 

con regions and holds for different grain sixes, doping density, film thickness, grain 

boundary trap density and level. Segregation of dopant atoms to the grain boun- 

dary is taken into account. This segregation is a function of the dopant species, 

annealing temperature and annealing time. This model takes into account the 

shielding of uncompensated ioni~ed dopants by the mobile carriers which are 

injected under the gate when a gate voltage is applied. This shielding causes a 

mobility enhancement which takes place when a positive voltage is applied at the 

gate. A positive threshold voltage results from the mobility enhancement. This 

enhancement is only significant for the channel doping levels beyond a critical dop- 

ing N*. The increase in mobility can be as much aa three orders of magnitude. 

There are three regimes of device operation but only two main ones. At small 

gate voltages the dominant component of current that flows through the channel is 

a diffusive current. This current is caused by the concentration gradient of carriers 

induced by application of a drain voltage. The drive current which is similar to the 

drive current in single crystalline MOSFETs becomes the dominant term at about 



two volts above the flat band. This is partly because a portion of mobile charges 

under the gate get trapped at the grain boundary. 

The model agrees fairly well with the experimental results, and the positive 

threshold voltage is verified with a plot of square root of drain current versus the 

gate voltage. A discrepancy exists between theory and experiment only at  high 

drain voltage and low gate voltage. There are two reasons for this. First, the resis- 

tive leakage current that was assumed to be negligible becomes more significant at 

higher drain voltages. And second, because the drain and source extend all the way 

the the insulating substrate, conduction might occur at that interface. These two 

components of current could be investigated in the future, and then incorporated 

into the model. Finally, the channel length of the device discussed here ww 2 p m ,  

so the device can be considered a short channel device. Therefore the inclusion of 

some short channel effects also might be a good topic for future research. 
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